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Abstract—In this work, we consider a cache-aided network
where the users share the end-caches. In particular, a user has
access to only one of the caches and the number of caches is less
than the number of users. We propose a coded placement scheme
that exploits the asymmetry in the number of users associated
with each cache. Some of the signals sent to the overloaded
caches facilitate the decoding of the coded subfiles stored at
the underloaded caches. We present an explicit caching scheme
and fully characterize the coded placement gain for two-cache
systems. Then, we generalize our scheme to larger networks,
where the optimal parameters are characterized by solving a
linear program. We observe that, with the proposed scheme, as
the asymmetry in the users’ connectivity increases, the gain from
coded placement is more evident.

I. INTRODUCTION

Caching reduces the end-to-end delay of content delivery

during peak-traffic hours, known as the delivery phase, by

pre-allocating some of the data in the cache memories at the

network nodes during off-peak hours, known as the placement

phase. Reference [1] has proposed a caching paradigm where

the joint design of the two phases results in a reduction in the

delivery load that is proportional to the total memory in the

system which is known as the global caching gain. The cache

contents are designed in a manner that allows serving multiple

users simultaneously in the delivery phase. The fundamental

trade-off between the delivery load on the server and the cache

sizes in the network has been studied in several setups with

different network topologies [1]–[10]. In particular, references

[2]–[4], [11], [12] have investigated the effect of heterogeneity

in the users’ cache sizes on the delivery load memory trade-off.

Taking into consideration the heterogeneity in cache sizes in

the joint design of the cache placement and delivery schemes

provides significant improvements over schemes tailored to

uniform cache sizes. Optimal caching schemes with respect to

uncoded placement have been studied in [3]. References [5],

[13] considered setups where the cache sizes at the end-users

can be optimized for further gain depending on the channel

conditions.

Coded caching schemes are often categorized according

to whether we consider coded or uncoded cache placement

schemes. In caching with uncoded placement, the server

places uncoded pieces of each file in the cache memories

of the network nodes [1]–[4]. In contrast, in systems with

coded placement, the server places coded pieces of the files

in the users’ caches [6], [7]. While uncoded placement is

sufficient for some systems, coding over files, in general,

has the potential to perform better. For instance, in systems

with equal cache sizes, references [6], [7] have shown that

coded placement is beneficial in the small memory regime

when the number of files is less than or equal the number

of users. Reference [14] has generalized the coded placement

scheme in [7] to exploit the repeated requests in systems with

multiple requests per cache. Recent reference [15] has shown

that coded placement is essential in achieving the optimal

delivery load in a two-user system with unequal cache sizes.

More recently, for larger systems, we have proposed coded

placement schemes that illustrate the role of coding over files

in the placement phase in enhancing the utilization of cache

memories and achieving lower delivery load [16]. In [16],

users cache both uncoded and coded pieces of the files, and

users with large memories recover the cached coded pieces

using the transmissions intended to serve users with smaller

memories. We observe that the gain from coded placement

increases as the differences between the cache sizes grow, and

decreases as the number of files grows.

In this work, we propose a caching scheme for networks

where multiple users share the same cache memory, motivated

by our coded placement in systems with unequal cache sizes

[16]. In particular, we consider a system with K users who

share L ≤ K helper-caches, each of which assists an arbi-

trary number of different users. A similar model has been

considered recently in [17] where the authors focused on

caching policies with uncoded placement. It has been shown

that applying the placement scheme in [1] and adjusting the

delivery strategy by grouping the users into multiple groups,

where each group contains at most L users and the users

from the same group are connected to different caches is

sufficient to achieve the optimal delivery load under uncoded

placement. In our proposed scheme, the caches are populated

with both coded and uncoded pieces of the library files. In

particular, depending on the network connectivity pattern, we

place uncoded pieces in the cache which is shared by a larger

number of users, while storing coded pieces in the remaining

caches. We show how coded placement exploits the asymmetry

in the cache assignment in minimizing the delivery load.

We first explain the coded placement scheme for two-cache

systems with arbitrary number of users, then generalize the

caching scheme to larger systems.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
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Fig. 1: Caching system with heterogeneous cache sizes.

Section II, we describe the system model. In Section III, we

present examples to illustrate the key idea of our scheme. In

Section IV, we detail the achievability technique for a two-

cache system. Section V generalizes our achievability for a

K-cache system. Section VI summarizes our conclusions.

Notation: Vectors are represented by boldface letters, ⊕
refers to the binary XOR operation, |W | denotes cardinality

of W , A \ B denotes the set of elements in A and not in B,

[K] , {1, . . . ,K}, and φ denotes the empty set.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

We consider a caching system where a single server is

connected to K users via a shared error-free multicast link

[1], as shown in Fig. 1. The server has access to a library

{W1, . . . ,WN} of N files, each with size F symbols over

the field F2r . There are L equal-size cache memories in the

system, each of size MF bits where L < K. Each user is

connected to one of the L caches via an error-free link. That

is, each of the users has direct access to one of the caches

of the system. The network topology is known to the server.

We define Ui to denote the set of users connected to cache i,
i = {1, ..., L} and Ui = |Ui| is the number of users connected

to cache i, i.e., K =
∑L

i=1 Ui. Without loss of generality, we

assume that U1 ≥ U2 ≥ ... ≥ UL. The system operates over

two phases: placement phase and delivery phase.

A. Placement Phase

In the placement phase, the server populates the cache

memories without the knowledge of the users’ demands which

will be known in the delivery phase. The server designs

the cache contents taking into account the network topology,

i.e., the number of users connected to each cache memory.

More specifically, the network connectivity is represented by

U , [U1, . . . , UL] and the contents of cache i is defined as

Zi = µi(W1, ...,WN ,U), (1)

which satisfies the cache size constraint H(Zi) ≤ MF .

B. Delivery Phase

In the delivery phase, user k requests file Wdk
from the

server. The users’ demands are uniform and independent as

in [1]. The K users are served over U1 delivery rounds such

that in each round, we choose one of the users in Ui, ∀i that

needs to be served. In particular, in round r, the server sends

a sequence of unicast/multicast signals, X
(r)
T ,d to the caches

in T in order to serve the users considered in this round. At

the end of the delivery phase, user k must be able to decode

Ŵdk
reliably. Formally, for given cache size M and network

connectivity U , the worst-case total delivery load R(M,U) ,
∑U1

r=1

∑

T |X
(r)
T ,d|/F is said to be achievable if for every ǫ > 0

and large enough F , there exists a caching scheme such that

maxd,k∈[K] Pr(Ŵdk
6= Wdk

) ≤ ǫ.

Remark 1. A caching scheme designed for the shared-caches

model in Fig. 1, can also be used in L-user systems where

user k requests Uk files and the number of files requested by

each user is known in advance. Caching systems where the

users request multiple files have been investigated in [11],

[12], where each user requests the same number of files. �

In our achievability scheme, we utilize maximum distance

separable (MDS) codes which are defined as follows.

Definition 1. [18] An (n, k) maximum distance separable

(MDS) code is an erasure code that allows recovering k initial

information symbols from any k out of the n coded symbols.

Furthermore, in a systematic (n, k)-MDS code the first k
symbols in the output codeword is the information symbols.

That is, we have

[i1, . . . , ik]Gk×n = [i1, . . . , ik][Ik×k Pk×n−k]

= [i1, . . . , ik, ck+1, . . . , cn], (2)

where Gk×n is the code generator matrix and Ik×k is an

identity matrix. �

For an (2N − j,N) MDS-code, we define

σj([i1, . . . , iN ]) , [i1, . . . , iN ]PN×N−j (3)

to denote the N−j parity symbols in the codeword. Note that

σj([i1, . . . , iN ]) represents N−j equations in the information

symbols [i1, . . . , iN ]. For example, σ1([i1, . . . , iN ]) = [i1 ⊕
i2, i2 ⊕ i3, . . . , iN−1 ⊕ iN ].

III. EXAMPLES

A. Example 1: Two-cache system

Consider a system with K = 3, N ≥ 3, L = 2 and M ≤ 1,

where users 1 and 2 are connected to cache 1 and user 3 is

connected to cache 2, i.e., U1 = {1, 2} and U2 = {3} as

illustrated in Fig. 2.

1) The uncoded placement scheme [17]: Each file is

divided into 3 subfiles, Wn,1, Wn,2 and Wn,0, such that

|Wn,1| = |Wn,2| =
M
N
F bits and |Wn,0| = (1 − 2M

N
)F bits

[1]. The cached contents are given by

Z1 = {W1,1,W2,1,W3,1}, (4)



Fig. 2: The coded placement scheme for Example 1.

Z2 = {W1,2,W2,2,W3,2}. (5)

Without loss of generality, we assume that user k requests file

k. The delivery phase consists of two rounds. In round 1, the

server sends the following signals to users 1 and 3:

W1,0,W3,0,W1,2 ⊕W3,1. (6)

In round 2, the following unicast signals are sent to user 2.

W2,0,W2,2. (7)

In turn, all the users recover their requested files using the

cached contents. The total delivery load is given by

Runcoded = 3

(

1−
2M

N

)

+
2M

N
, (8)

where the first term represents the unicast transmission of the

contents available only at the server, and the second term

represents the multicast signal to users 1 and 3 in addition

to the unicast signal to user 2.

2) The proposed coded placement scheme: We divide each

file Wn into three pieces Wn,1 of size MF
N

bits, Wn,2 of size
MF
N

+ MF
N(N−1) bits, and Wn,0 of size F − 2MF

N
− MF

N−1 bits.

The stored contents at the caches are given by

Z1 = {W1,1,W2,1,W3,1}, (9)

Z2 = {W1,2 ⊕W2,2,W2,2 ⊕W3,2}, (10)

which is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Assuming that user k requests file k, the server transmits

the following signals over the two rounds.

W1,0,W2,0,W3,0,W2,2,W1,2 ⊕W3,1. (11)

Note that since W1,2 is larger than W3,1, we append zeros to

the end of W3,1 to equalize their lengths before XORing them.

In order for the users to recover the requested files, first we

need to decode Z2. In particular, the unicast signal W2,2 along

with Z2 enable cache 2 to recover W1,2,W2,2,W3,2, which is

illustrated in Fig. 2. In turn, we have

Rcoded = 3

(

1−
2M

N
−

M

N − 1

)

+
2M

N(N − 1)
+

2M

N
, (12)

Fig. 3: The coded placement scheme for Example 2.

which can be expressed as

Rcoded = Runcoded −
M

N(N − 1)
, (13)

where M
N(N−1) is the gain from coded placement.

B. Example 2: Three-cache system

Consider a system with K = 6, N ≥ 6, L = 3 and 1
3 ≤

M/N ≤ 2
3 , where users 1, 2 and 3 are connected to cache 1,

users 4 and 5 are connected to cache 2 and user 6 is connected

to cache 3, i.e., U1 = {1, 2, 3}, U2 = {4, 5} and U3 = {6}.

1) The uncoded placement scheme [17]: Each file is di-

vided into 6 subfiles, Wn,1, Wn,2, Wn,3 Wn,12, Wn,13, and

Wn,23, such that |Wn,1| = |Wn,2| = |Wn,3| = ( 23 −
M
N
)F bits

and |Wn,12| = |Wn,13| = |Wn,23| = (M
N

− 1
3 )F bits [1]. The

cached contents are given by

Z1 =
{

Wn,1,Wn,12,Wn,13 : ∀n
}

, (14)

Z2 =
{

Wn,2,Wn,12,Wn,23 : ∀n
}

, (15)

Z3 =
{

Wn,3,Wn,13,Wn,23 : ∀n
}

. (16)

Suppose that user k requests file k during the delivery phase.

In this example, we have three delivery rounds. In round 1,

users {1, 4, 6} are served by sending the signals

W1,2 ⊕W4,1,W1,3 ⊕W6,1,W4,3 ⊕W6,2,

W1,23 ⊕W4,13 ⊕W6,12. (17)

In round 2, users {2, 5} are served by sending the signals

W2,2 ⊕W5,1,W2,3,W5,3,W2,23 ⊕W5,13. (18)

Finally, in round 3, we serve user 3 by sending

W3,23,W3,2,W3,3. (19)

With the help of the cached contents, all the users recover

their requested files. The delivery load is given by

RuncodedF =3|Wn,23|+3|Wn,2|+5|Wn,3|=
(13

3
−
5M

N

)

F. (20)

2) The proposed coded placement scheme: Similarly, each

file is divided into 6 subfiles, Wn,1, Wn,2, Wn,3 Wn,12, Wn,13,
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Fig. 4: The achievable normalized delivery load for L = 3,

N = K = 6, U1 = 3, U2 = 2 and U3 = 1.

and Wn,23, such that |Wn,S | = aSF bits that will be specified

later. The stored contents at the caches are given by

Z1 =
{

Wn,1,Wn,12,Wn,13 : ∀n
}

, (21)

Z2 =
{

σ1([W1,2, ...,WN,2]), σ1([W1,23, ...,WN,23]),

W1,12, ...,WN,12

}

, (22)

Z3 =
{

σ3([W1,3, ...,WN,3]), σ1([W1,13, ...,WN,13]),

σ1([W1,23, ...,WN,23])
}

, (23)

i.e., we store N − 1 independent equations of W1,2, ...,WN,2

and N − 1 independent equations of W1,23, ...,WN,23 at

cache 2. At cache 3, we store N − 3 independent equa-

tions of W1,3, ...,WN,3, N − 1 independent equations of

W1,13, ...,WN,13, and N − 1 independent equations of

W1,23, ...,WN,23.

In the delivery phase, user k requests file k and the server

constructs the signals defined in (17)-(19); again, if the subfiles

forming a signal differ in size, then the server appends zeros to

equalize their length before XORing them. In order to decode

the subfiles stored at caches 2 and 3, we utilize

W2,23 ⊕W5,13,W2,3,W5,3,W3,3,W3,2,W3,23. (24)

For instance, the multicast signal W2,23 ⊕W5,13 can be used

in decoding 2N − 1 equations in Wn,23 and Wn,13. In our

scheme, we assume that the subfiles are decoded successively

at the caches. In particular, first we decode Wn,23, then the

multicast signal can be used in decoding Wn,13. The decoding

is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Finally, in order to minimize the total delivery load, we

optimize over the subfile sizes, as follows

min
aS≥0

Rcoded = 3a2 + 5a3 + 3a23 (25a)

subject to
∑

S⊂[L]

aS = 1, (25b)

N(a1 + a12 + a13) ≤ M, (25c)

(N−1)(a2+a13)+Na12≤ M, (25d)

(N−3)a3+(N−1)(a13+a23)≤ M, (25e)

a1 ≤ a2 ≤ a3, a12 ≤ a13 ≤ a23. (25f)

(25b) ensures the feasibility of the file partitioning. Assuming

that a123 = 0, conditions (25c)-(25e) ensure that the memory

capacity constraints are satisfied. We also assume a1 ≤ a2 ≤
a3 and a12 ≤ a13 ≤ a23, since U1 > U2 > U3. In Fig. 4, we

show that the proposed scheme achieves a lower total delivery

load compared with the uncoded placement scheme in [17].

IV. TWO-CACHE SYSTEM

In this section, we provide the proposed scheme for systems

with two caches, i.e., L = 2. Without loss of generality,

assume that the first U1 users are connected to cache 1

and users {U1 + 1, . . . ,K} are connected to cache 2. Let

q = U1 − U2.

A. Placement Phase

Divide each file into the subfiles: Wn,0, Wn,1, Wn,2 and

Wn,12. The cache contents are given by

Z1 = {Wn,1,Wn,12 : ∀n}, (26)

Z2 = {σq([W1,2, ...,WN,2]),Wn,12 : ∀n}. (27)

B. Delivery Phase

Next, we describe the caching scheme in three memory

regimes.

1) Region (M
N

+ M
N−q

≤ 1): In this case, we choose

|Wn,12| = 0, |Wn,1| =
M
N
F , |Wn,2| =

M
N−q

F , and |Wn,0| =

(1− M
N

− M
N−q

)F . During the delivery phase, first we send U2

multicast signal in the form of Wdx,2⊕Wdy,1 each of which is

intended to a pair of users from the set {(1, U1 +1), (2, U1 +
2), ..., (U2,K)}. Second, we send q unicast signals in the form

of Wdx,2 to users x ∈ {U2 + 1, ..., U1}. Additionally, the q
unicast signals facilitate decoding the coded cached contents

in Z2, i.e., cache 2 is able to retrieve Wn,2, ∀n. Finally, the

server unicast the subfiles {Wdk,0 : ∀k}, which are not cached

in the network. By the end of the delivery phase, each user is

able to reconstruct its requested file. The total delivery load is

given by

Rcoded = K

(

1−
M

N
−

M

N − q

)

+
qM

N − q
+

U2M

N − q
, (28)

= Runcoded −
qU2M

N(N − q)
. (29)

Remark 2. The last term in (29) represents the gain of coded

placement. We observe that the gain from coded placement

increases with q, which is the difference between the number

of users connected to each of the two caches. In other words,

as the asymmetry in the system increases the gain from the

coded placement increases as well. �

2) Region ( N−q

2N−q
≤ M

N
< 0.5): In this case, we choose

|Wn,0| = |Wn,12| = 0, |Wn,1| =
M
N
F , and |Wn,2| = (1 −
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Fig. 5: The achievable normalized delivery load for L = 2,

N = K = q + 2, U1 = q + 1 and U2 = 1.

M
N
)F . The delivery procedure is similar to the first case, and

the total delivery load is given by

Rcoded = U1

(

1−
M

N

)

. (30)

3) Region (M
N

≥ 0.5): In this case, there is no gain from

coded placement and the total delivery load is given by

Rcoded = Runcoded = U1

(

1−
M

N

)

. (31)

Remark 3. The proposed scheme is optimal with respect to

the cut-set bound [11] for M
N

≥ N−q

2N−q
. �

In Fig. 5, we show the achievable delivery load for two-

caches system. It is clear that the performance gap between

the proposed scheme and the uncoded placement scheme [17]

increases with q, as explained in Remark 2.

V. L-CACHE SYSTEM

In this section, we present our caching scheme for a general

L-cache system.

A. Placement Phase

Each file Wn is divided into subfiles Wn,S ,S ⊂ [L],
where Wn,S is stored (coded or uncoded) exclusively at the

caches in S and |Wn,S | = aSF, ∀n. In Section III, we

have illustrated that coded placement outperforms uncoded

placement when a subset of the unicast/multicast signals is

utilized in decoding the cached subfiles. In general, we assume

that cache s ∈ S stores (N − λ
(s)
S ) independent equations in

subfiles W1,S , . . . ,WN,S , i.e., Cache s is defined as

Zs =
{

σ
λ
(s)
S

(

[W1,S , . . . ,WN,S ]
)

, ∀S ⊂ [L], s ∈ S
}

, (32)

where σ0(.) represents uncoded placement. In order to de-

termine the coded placement parameters {λ
(s)
S }, we need to

analyze the unicast/multicast signals in the delivery procedure

in [17] and characterize the signals that can be utilized in

decoding the cached contents.

B. Delivery Phase

Our delivery scheme is based on the delivery procedure in

[17], where the delivery rounds are grouped as follows:

1) Rounds (1 to UL): In each round, we serve L out of the

remaining users connected to the caches [L].
2) Rounds (UL + 1 to UL−1): In each round, we serve

L−1 out of the remaining users connected to the caches

[L− 1].
...

l) Rounds (UL−l+2 + 1 to UL−l+1): In each round, we

serve L−l+1 out of the remaining users connected to

the caches [L−l+1].
...

L) Rounds (U2+1 to U1): In each round, we serve one out

of the remaining users connected to cache 1.

Different from [17], the XORed subfiles in a multicast signal

can have different size. In the lth group of rounds, a multicast

signal serving the users connected to the caches in T ⊂ [L],
where T ∩ [L−l+1] 6= φ, is defined as

X̃T ,l = ⊕k∈T ∩[L−l+1]Wdk,T \{k}, (33)

where dk is the file requested by the user connected to cache

k and |X̃T ,l| = maxk∈T ∩[L−l+1] aT \{k}F . In turn, the total

delivery load is defined as

R =

L
∑

l=1

(UL−l+1−UL−l+2)
∑

T ⊂[L]:T ∩[L−l+1]6=φ

|X̃T ,l|/F, (34)

since the (UL−l+1−UL−l+2) delivery rounds in the lth group

of rounds have the same delivery load.

Remark 4. If we have |T ∩ [L− l + 1]| < |T |, the multicast

signal defined in (33) can be utilized in decoding the caches in
⋂

k∈T ∩[L−l+1]

T \ {k}, e.g., for L = 3, T = {1, 2, 3} and l = 2,

Wd1,{2,3} ⊕Wd2,{1,3} can be utilized at cache 3 in decoding

2N − 1 equations in {Wn,{2,3}}
N
n=1 and {Wn,{1,3}}

N
n=1. �

Coded placement parameters {λ
(s)
S } represent the overall

coded placement gain facilitated by all the signals satisfying

the condition |T ∩ [L− l+1]| < |T |. Given U1 ≥ U2 ≥ ... ≥
UL, we assume that the subfile sizes satisfy

a{s1,...,st−1,st} ≤ a{s1,...,st−1,st+1}, (35)

a{s1,...,st−1,L} ≤ a{s1,...,st−1+1,st−1+2}, (36)

for S ⊂ [L] where S = {s1, . . . , st} and si < si+1∀i. That

is, s1 ∈ {1, . . . , L− t+1} and si ∈ {si−1 +1, . . . , L− t+ i}
for i > 1. In turn, we have

|X̃T ,l| = aT \{k}F, k = argmini∈T ∩[L−l+1] i, (37)

and the total normalized delivery load can be expressed as

R =
L−1
∑

t=0

∑

S⊂[L]:|S|=t

µSaS , (38)



where µS is defined as

µS =

L−s1+1
∑

l=1

(s1 − 1)(UL−l+1 − UL−l+2)

+
L
∑

l=L−s1+2

(L− l + 1)(UL−l+1 − UL−l+2) (39)

=

s1−1
∑

l=1

Ul. (40)

The coded subfiles are decoded successively at the caches

starting with the subfile with the largest size. That is, the

multicast signal defined in (33) facilitates the decoding of

{Wn,T \{k}}
N
n=1, where k = argmaxi∈T ∩[L−l+1] i, e.g., for

L = 3, T = {1, 2, 3} and l = 2, Wd1,{2,3}⊕Wd2,{1,3} is used

in decoding {Wn,{1,3}}
N
n=1 at cache 3, since {Wn,{2,3}}

N
n=1

are decoded first. Based on the aforementioned decoding order,

the parameters {λ
(s)
S } are defined as follows

λ
(si)
S =λ

(si−1)
S +

L−si−1
∑

l=L−si+2

(L− l− si−1 + 1)(UL−l+1 −UL−l+2),

(41)

where s0 = 0, λ
(0)
S = 0, and UL+1 = 0. Finally, the total

delivery load is minimized by optimizing over the subfile sizes.

min
aS≥0

L−1
∑

t=0

∑

S⊂[L]:|S|=t

µSaS (42a)

subject to
∑

S⊂[L]

aS = 1, (42b)

∑

S⊂[L]:l∈S

(N − λ
(s)
S )aS ≤ M, ∀l ∈ [L] (42c)

and (35), (36).

(42b) and (42c) above represent all feasible choices for the

subfile sizes which satisfy the cache size constraints.

In Fig. 6, we compare the achievable delivery loads with

uncoded and coded placement for L = 4, N = 15, and U =
[8, 4, 2, 1], and observe the performance improvement due to

coded placement.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied a cache-aided network with

L cache memories and K end-users, where L ≤ K. The end

users are divided into L groups, and the users from each group

have direct access to only one of the L cache memories. We

have proposed a coded placement scheme that outperforms the

best uncoded placement scheme [17]. In the placement phase,

the proposed scheme stores both coded and uncoded data at

the caches taking into consideration the users connectivity

pattern. For a two-cache system, we have provided an explicit

characterization of the gain from coded placement. Next, we

have extended our scheme to L-cache systems, where the

optimal parameters for the caching scheme are obtained by

solving a linear program. We have shown that coded placement
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Fig. 6: The achievable delivery load for L = 4 and N = 15.

exploits the asymmetry in the users’ connectivity and the

coded placement gain increases with the heterogeneity in the

system.
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